2017 NABJ SALUTE TO EXCELLENCE AWARDS FINALISTS
(Finalists listed alphabetically by entry title)

DIGITAL MEDIA

DIGITAL MEDIA - Commentary/Weblog

Lee Hawkins Commentary/Analysis
Lee Hawkins
Wall Street Journal

Reflecting on Mortality: From Prince to Alton Sterling to My Black Sons
Chandra Thomas Whitfield
NBCBLK

The Undefeated Soraya McDonald
Soraya Nadia McDonald
The Undefeated

DIGITAL MEDIA - Interactive: Feature

Historically Black
The Washington Post

DIGITAL MEDIA - Interactive: News

Amazon Doesn’t Consider the Race of Its Customers. Should It?
David Ingold, Spencer Soper
Bloomberg

Looking for Lead (in all the wrong places)
Dan Telvock
Investigative Post

Settling for Misconduct
Jonah Newman, Matt Kiefer, Lauren Harris, Michelle Kanaar
The Chicago Reporter
DIGITAL MEDIA > Online Project: Feature

The City: Prison's Grip on the Black Family
Trymaine Lee
NBC News Digital

Under Our Skin
Staff of The Seattle Times
The Seattle Times

Unsung Heroes of the Civil Rights Movement
Eric Barrow
New York Daily News

DIGITAL MEDIA > Online Project: News

Chicago’s disappearing front porch
Rosa Flores, Mallory Simon, Madeleine Stix
CNN

Machine Bias
Julia Angwin, Jeff Larson, Surya Mattu, Lauren Kirchner, Terry Parris Jr.
ProPublica

Nuisance Abatement
Sarah Ryley, Barry Paddock, Pia Dangelmayer, Christine Lee
ProPublica and The New York Daily News

DIGITAL MEDIA > Single Story: Feature

Congo's Secret Web of Power
Michael Kavanagh, Thomas Wilson, Franz Wild
Bloomberg

Migration and Separation: Stories of ‘Barrel Children’
Melissa Noel
Voices of NY

The Waco Horror
Jesse Washington
The Undefeated
DIGITAL MEDIA > Single Story: News

Hard Time
Lisa Armstrong
The Investigative Fund and The Intercept

How racial amnesia helped Trump win
John Blake, Tawanda Scott

Ku Klux Klan dreams of rising again 150 years after founding
Jay Reeves
The Associated Press

DIGITAL MEDIA > Sports

A refuge in the right field
Aaron Dodson
The Undefeated

Stephon Marbury: Remade in China
Marc J. Spears
The Undefeated

The distressing lack of black leadership in the NBA
Marc J. Spears
The Undefeated
MAGAZINES

MAGAZINES > Art & Design: Page Design > Over 1 Million

"All I Have Is My Gold Medal"
Zachary Canepari
ESPN

The Meaning of Muhammad Ali
William Nack, Derrick Z. Jackson & Hanif Willis-Abdurraqib
ESPN

MAGAZINES > Art & Design: Page Design > Under 1 Million

The National Museum of African American History and Culture
The Washington Post Staff
The Washington Post

MAGAZINES > Business > Over 1 Million

"The Art of the Crossover"
Mina Kimes
ESPN

MAGAZINES > Business > Under 1 Million

Banking on Justice
James Trimarco, Staff of YES! Magazine
YES! Magazine

Leading While Black
Ellen McGirt
Fortune

MAGAZINES > Commentary/Essay > Over 1 Million

"His Gentle Soul"
Hana Ali
ESPN

Howard Bryant
Howard Bryant
ESPN
MAGAZINES > Commentary/Essay > Under 1 Million

Black & Resilient: Intersectional Reflections on Trump's Election Victory During the First Month
Ernest Owens
Philadelphia Magazine

Why are Black Gay Men Missing from Politics? Look in the Mirror, Child.
Tim Pulliam
The Tenth

Zenobia Jeffries columns on racial justice
Zenobia Jeffries
YES! Magazine

MAGAZINES > Copy Editing > Under 1 Million
No entries

MAGAZINES > Copy Editing > Over 1 Million
No entries

MAGAZINES > General Reporting > Over 1 Million

"Waiting for LeBron"
Eli Saslow
ESPN

Worlds Apart
Nikole Hannah-Jones
The New York Times Magazine

MAGAZINES > General Reporting > Under 1 Million

Black Teachers Matter
Kristina Rizga
Mother Jones

His own MAN
Barry Yeoman, Adrienne Johnson Martin
Duke University

What Happened to Sandra Bland?
Debbie Nathan
The Nation Magazine
MAGAZINES > International > Over 1 Million

The Grand Egyptian Museum: The Next Big THing
Allison Keyes
Smithsonian Magazine

MAGAZINES > International > Under 1 Million

Bitter Sweets
Brian O'Keefe
Fortune

Lights, Camera, Action! Season 2 of An African City is Here!
Erica Ayisi
Afroelle Magazine

MAGAZINES > Investigative > Over 1 Million

"The Prosecution of Thabo Sefolosha"
Scott Eden
ESPN

The Education of Edwin Raymond
Saki Knafo
The Investigative Fund and The New York Times Magazine

MAGAZINES > Investigative > Under 1 Million

Is Angela Corey the Most Hated Prosecutor in America?
Jessica Pishko
The Nation Magazine

My Four Months as a Private Prison Guard
Shane Bauer
Mother Jones

MAGAZINES > Single Topic Series > Over 1 Million

Coverage of National Museum of African American History and Culture
Allison Keyes
Smithsonian Magazine

The Meaning of Ali
William Nack, Derrick Z. Jackson, Hanif Willis-Abdurraqib
ESPN
**MAGAZINES > Single Topic Series > Under 1 Million**

**Church Spotlight**  
Kyle Huckins  
Eternity Books & News LLC

**The Obama Years: 2008—2016**  
Gary Younge, Kai Wright, Joan Walsh  
The Nation Magazine

**MAGAZINES > Specialty > Over 1 Million**

"Broken Route"  
Shaun Assael & Jean-Jacques Taylor  
ESPN

**MAGAZINES > Specialty > Under 1 Million**

**Hurt: The Impact of Father-Absence on the Mental Health of Black Boys**  
Lottie Joiner  
The Crisis Magazine

**What the War on Reproductive Rights Has to do With Poverty and Race**  
Renee Bracey Sherman, Tracy Loeffelholz  
YES! Magazine

**MAGAZINES > Sports > Over 1 Million**

"Colin Kaepernick Is a Real American"  
Tim Keown  
ESPN

**MAGAZINES > Sports > Under 1 Million**

**Robby Anderson: Something to Prove**  
Chris Franklin  
Coach & Player Magazine
NEWSPAPER

NEWSPAPER > Art & Design: Graphics > Over 150,000

Inside the Museum
Aaron Steckelberg, Bonnie Berkowitz, Denise Lu
The Washington Post

NEWSPAPER > Art & Design: Page Design > Over 150,000

Light and Reflection
Michael Johnson
The Washington Post

NEWSPAPER > Art & Design: Page Design > Under 150,000

Yes He Did
Karen Carter Richards
Houston Forward Times

NEWSPAPER > Business > Over 150,000

Minority Rules
Aisha Al-Muslim
Newsday

When Building Your Business Means Hiding That It's Black-Owned
Cheryl V. Jackson
Chicago Tribune

Who is this Robert Smith?
Keith L. Alexander
The Washington Post

NEWSPAPER > Business > Under 150,000

"I'm Always Optimistic": U.S. Bank’s Greg Cunningham
Robin Washington
Minneapolis-St. Paul Business Journal
NEWSPAPER > Commentary > Over 150,000

"Jesse Webster: From prison to redemption," Mary Mitchell, Chicago Sun-Times
Mary Mitchell
Chicago Sun-Times

Rochelle Riley
Rochelle Riley
Detroit Free Press

Stephen Henderson
Stephen Henderson
Detroit Free Press

NEWSPAPER > Commentary > Under 150,000

A collection of columns by Suzette Hackney
Suzette Hackney
Indianapolis Star

Keeping Faith
Kyle Huckins
Eternity Books & News LLC

LeBron's literary tale
David Shabazz
Kentucky State University

NEWSPAPER > Copy Editing > Over 150,000
No Entries

NEWSPAPER > Copy Editing > Under 150,000
No Finalists
NEWSPAPER > Feature: Series > Over 150,000

Black History Untold: What I Wish I Knew
Sofiya Ballin, Michael Bryant
Philadelphia Media Network

Coming of Age
Theresa Vargas, Jahi Chikwendiu, Whitney Shefte
The Washington Post

Detroit's 100 Greatest Songs
Brian McCollum, Steve Byrne
Detroit Free Press

NEWSPAPER > Feature: Single Story > Over 150,000

Promised land? For Sudan family, Detroit is like another planet
John Carlisle
Detroit Free Press

SURVIVAL, IN VERSE
Aubrey Whelan
Philadelphia Media Network

The White Flight of Derek Black
Eli Saslow
The Washington Post

NEWSPAPER > Feature: Single Story > Under 150,000

Derrick Clifton
The Chicago Reader

HISD’s College Success Program Uncovered Inequities and Is Changing the Status Quo
Margaret Downing
Houston Press

Sorry for Life?: Ashley Ervin Didn’t Kill Anyone, But She Drove Home the Boys Who Did
Meagan Flynn
Houston Press
NEWSPAPER > International > Over 150,000

90 Days to find a way in a wary America
Mila Koumpilova
Star Tribune

Sometimes when I'm alone with my baby, I think about killing him
Kevin Sieff
The Washington Post

NEWSPAPER > International > Under 150,000
No Entries

NEWSPAPER > Investigative > Over 150,000

As killings surge, Chicago police solve fewer cases
Kimberiell Kelly, Wesley Lowery & Steven Rich
The Washington Post

Justice on Hold
Chris Palmer, Joseph A. Slobodzian
Philadelphia Media Network

Solitary - Way down in the hole
Andy Mannix
Star Tribune

NEWSPAPER > Investigative > Under 150,000

No-show cops and dysfunctional courts keep Cook County Jail inmates waiting years for a trial
Spencer Woodman
The Chicago Reader

Powder Keg: Low pay, low morale creating chaos inside and outside our prisons
Maya T. Prabhu
The Post and Courier
**NEWSPAPER > News: Series > Over 150,000**

**Our children: Searching for Solutions**  
Detroit Free Press Staff  
Detroit Free Press

**Shoot to Kill**  
Justin George  
The Baltimore Sun

**The Shooting Death of Philando Castile**  
Star Tribune Staff  
Star Tribune

**NEWSPAPER > News: Series > Under 150,000**

No finalists

**NEWSPAPER > News: Single Story > Over 150,000**

**Many Slayings, Few Answers**  
Caitlin McCabe, Grace Toohey  
Philadelphia Media Network

**Poisoned water makes some Flint lives even more difficult**  
John Carlisle  
Detroit Free Press

**Teen killers, now prison lifers— with a ray of hope**  
Amy S. Rosenberg  
Philadelphia Media Network

**NEWSPAPER > News: Single Story > Under 150,000**

**From Headache to Hostage**  
Jeffrey Boney  
Forward Times Publishing Co.

**Immigrant Influxes Test U.S. Schools**  
Corey Mitchell, Swikar Patel, Lesli Maxwell, Deanna Del Ciello  
Education Week
NEWSPAPER > Special Project > Over 150,000

Flint water resource guide
Detroit Free Press Staff
Detroit Free Press

Hallowed Grounds: USA TODAY Black History Month Special Edition 2016
Nichelle Smith, Owen Ullmann, Deborah Barfield Berry, Greg Toppo, Elizabeth Weise
USA TODAY Network

Lynched on Base
Alexa Mills
The Washington Post

NEWSPAPER > Special Project > Under 150,000
No Entries

NEWSPAPER > Specialty > Over 150,000

Medicaid Is Balm And Benefit For Victims Of Gun Violence
Sarah Varney, Diane Webber, Hilary Stout

NEWSPAPER > Specialty > Under 150,000

Are We Ready to Talk About Mental Health Now?
Jeffrey Boney
Houston Forward Times

NEWSPAPER > Sports > Over 150,000

For Kris Jenkins, Mother Knows Best
Mike Jensen
Philadelphia Media Network

HANGING WITH THE CHAMP
Dick Jerardi
Philadelphia Media Network

Jets rookie Jordan Jenkins has mixed feelings about police
Kimberley A. Martin
Newsday
NEWSPAPER > Sports > Under 150,000

Oh, Say, America Why Can't You See?
Jeffrey Boney
Houston Forward Times
PHOTOJOURNALISM

PHOTOJOURNALISM > Photography: Multiple Images

Baltimore ChangeMakers
André Chung
NBCBLK

Flint water crisis: A visual essay
Ryan Garza
Detroit Free Press

The Fight In Claressa Shields
Karen Frank
ESPN

PHOTOJOURNALISM > Photography: Single Image

"The Truth According to Carmelo Anthony"
Peter Hapak
ESPN

No Laughing Matter
Ed Hille
The Philadelphia Inquirer

Robert Carter
Alejandra Villa
Newsday

PHOTOJOURNALISM > Videography

Diverse America Divided on Flag, Anthem, Other Symbols
Noreen Nasir
The Associated Press

T.D. Jakes: We have not seen the weeping of black women like this since the days of Emmett Till
Ashleigh Joplin
The Washington Post

The Fight in Claressa Shields
Karen Frank
ESPN
RADIO

RADIO > Commentary > Network
No Entries

RADIO > Commentary > Top 15 Markets

Dear President: What You Need to Know About Race
Rebecca Carroll, Emily Botein
WNYC New York Public Radio

Pain and Protest: 2106 Reflections.
Callie Crossley
WGBH

Seven Schools Later, One Student's View of Segregation
Alexia Richbourg, Veralyn Williams, Kaari Pitkin
WNYC

RADIO > Commentary > Market 16 and Below
No Finalists

RADIO > Documentary > Network
No Finalists

RADIO > Documentary > Top 15 Markets

Separate and Unequal
Lester Graham
Michigan Radio

The Gross Gatherings: A Climate Fight on Chicago's South Side
Shannon Heffernan
WBEZ Chicago Public Media
RADIO > Documentary > Market 16 and Below

**Minnesota's Graduation Gap**  
Bill Wareham, Brandt Williams, Laura Yuen  
MPR News

**Race: Let's Talk About It: Living Together in a Culture of Fear**  
Lisa Godley  
WHRO Public Media

**The Next Louisville: Where Are the Black People In Bourbon?**  
Roxanne Scott  
Louisville Public Media

RADIO > Feature > Market 16 and Below

**Homeless and alone, she struggles toward graduation**  
Laura Yuen, Laura McCallum  
MPR News

**Is the Black Bank Movement a Fad or Here to Stay?**  
Leoneda Inge  
NC Public Radio - WUNC

**Outdoor Afro**  
LaToya Dennis  
WUWM Milwaukee Public Radio

RADIO > Feature > Network

**50 years ago, Martin Luther King Jr. fought for Open Housing in Chicago**  
Cheryl Corley  
NPR

**Family Heirloom, National Treasure: Rare Photos of Black Civil War Soldiers**  
Cheryl Corley  
NPR

**The Last Remnants of America’s Free African-American Settlements**  
Cheryl Corley  
NPR
RADIO > Feature > Top 15 Markets

An Oakland Diaspora: What Drives Longtime Residents to Leave
Devin Katayama, Julia McEvoy
KQED

Gentrification: Feeling Like an Outsider in Your Own Neighborhood
Corinne Bobb-Semple, Veralyn Williams, Kaari Pitkin
WNYC

One Block, Zero Shootings: How One Mom Is Building Community In Englewood
Natalie Moore, Andrew Gill
WBEZ Chicago Public Media

RADIO > Investigative > Network
No Finalists

RADIO > Investigative > Top 15 Markets

Police Data Cast Doubt on Stop-and-Frisk
Chip Mitchell
WBEZ Chicago Public Media

School Suspensions Continue In Spite Of Miami-Dade’s No-Suspension Policy
Rowan Moore Gerety
WLRN News

The Short, Wonderful, But Ultimately Tragic Life of Lena Bruce (Part One)
Phillip Martin
WGBH

RADIO > Investigative > Market 16 and Below
No Entrants
RADIO > News: Long Form > Network

Police Killings
CBS Radio News Staff
CBS Radio News

The Driving Life and Death of Philando Castile
Cheryl Corley
NPR

The Power of Place: stories from the NMAAHC
Vickie Walton-James, Ted Robbins, Hansi Lo Wang, Elizabeth Blair
NPR

RADIO > News: Long Form > Top 15 Markets

Brookline's Liberal Reputation Reeling From Racism Charges Within Police Department
Phillip Martin
WGBH

How Mass Incarceration Shapes the Lives of Black Women
Bruce Koon
KQED

The Kerner Commission and why its recommendations were ignored
Melissa Benmark
Michigan Radio

RADIO > News: Long Form > Market 16 and Below

A FOUNDATION NAMED AFTER FANNIE LOU HAMER IS FIGHTING CANCER DOOR-TO-DOOR
Desare Frazier
Mississippi Public Broadcasting

Perils and Promise: Educating North Carolina's Rural Students
Leoneda Inge
NC Public Radio - WUNC
Prince Remembered
Julie Walker
The Associated Press

Liberty City Children Protest For The Right To Play Outside Safely
Nadege Green
WLRN News

No Snitching,' In All Its Complexity: The Murder Of A 17-Year-Old Remains Unsolved
Phillip Martin
WGBH

Remembering a Video That Shook Chicago
Shannon Heffernan
WBEZ Chicago Public Media

Racial Concerns About D.C.’s “Death With Dignity Act”
Rebecca Feldhaus Adams
WAMU

The Sunshine Economy: Cops and Communities
Terence Shepherd
WLRN News

The View From My Block
WBEZ Staff
WBEZ Chicago Public Media
RADIO > Public Affairs: Interview/Discussion > Market 16 and Below

#BackChannel
Brent Wolfe
North Carolina Public Radio WUNC

Another View: Live from Fort Monroe
Lisa Godley
WHRO Public Media

Counter Stories: Live from the Rondo neighborhood
Tom Weber, Jo Erickson, Julie Siple
MPR News

RADIO > Public Affairs: Segment > Network
No Finalists

RADIO > Public Affairs: Segment > Top 15 Markets
No Finalists

RADIO > Public Affairs: Segment > Market 16 and Below
No Finalists

RADIO > Sports > Network

Black U.S. Olympians Won In Nazi Germany Only To Be Overlooked At Home
Hansi Lo Wang, Luis Clemens
NPR

Outside the Lines and The Sporting Life: Kenny Clark, Jr.
Mark Fainaru-Wada, Nick Aquilino, Tim Hays, Dwayne Bray
ESPN

RADIO > Sports > Top 15 Markets

Dribbling The Way From Haiti To A College Scholarship
Rowan Moore Gerety
WLRN News

RADIO > Sports > Market 16 Below
No Entrants
TELEVISION

TELEVISION > Documentary > Network

Beyond The Tap: Local, USA Special
Tina Martin, Christopher Hastings, Aaron Martin, Judith Vecchione
WORLD Channel

Outside the Lines: Impact: The Life of Donnovan Hill
ESPN Outside the Lines
ESPN

TELEVISION > Documentary > Top 15 Markets

Freedoms Deferred: Jim Crow
James Byrne, Fran Murphy, Robin Hamilton, Bob Kanner
Tribune Media

TELEVISION > Documentary > Market 16 and Below

Black and Blue
Clay Johnson, Jay Jennings, Shan Zhong, Gerald Owens
WRAL-TV

Quiet Valor and Silent Strength
Steven Crump
WBTV

TELEVISION > Feature: Long Form > Network

CBS Sunday Morning: A Dream Come True
Lee Cowan, Robbyn McFadden, David Bhagat, Rand Morrison
CBS News

CBS This Morning: Jimmy Greene
Gayle King, Brian Bingham, Andy Merlis, Dana Brewington, Brittany Morgan,
Samantha Jacobson
CBS News

ESPN Features: SC Featured - Chubbtown
ESPN Features Staff
ESPN
TELEVISION > Feature: Long Form > Top 15 Markets

**Inequality in Chicago**
Gaynor Hall, Pamela Grimes, Afua Owusu, Mike D'Angelo
WGN-TV

**Underestimating the Danger**
Lesli Foster Mathewson, Stephanie Wilson, Christopher Mullen, Carlton Houston
WUSA 9

**WPIX-TV: "No Place To Call Home - Born Into The System"**
Jay Dow, Mario Diaz, Amy Waldman & Staff
WPIX-TV

TELEVISION > Feature: Long Form > Market 16 and Below

**Autograph for the Ages**
Howard Ballou, Jerome Deloach
WLBT-TV

**Preemie goes to College**
Claudine Ewing, Andy DeSantis, Luke Carter
WGRZ-TV

**Saving Rosenwald Schools**
Brie Jackson, Eric Johnson, Troy Cryder
WSLS 10

TELEVISION > Feature: Short Form > Network

**"Football to Farming"**
Kevin Tibbles, Kim Cornett, Roberto Bailey, Sam Singal
NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt

**CBS This Morning: Kid Reporter**
Ryan Kadro, DeMarco Morgan, Brian Bingham, Cassandra Gauthier
CBS News

**The CBS Evening News with Scott Pelley - On The Road: Love Museum**
Steve Capus, Kimberly Godwin, Steve Hartman, Courtney Streett
CBS News
TELEVISION > Feature: Short Form > Top 15 Markets

A Family Affair
Adrienne Broaddus
KARE TV

Jones Haywood School of Dance
Ronnie McCray, Kimberly Brown, Allison Seymour
WTTG - Fox5 DC

That's my trophy
Ronnie McCray, Kimberly Brown, Wisdom Martin
WTTG - Fox5 DC

TELEVISION > Feature: Short Form > Market 16 and Below

"The Soul Food Scholar"
TaRhonda Thomas, Byron Reed
KUSA-TV

New life in forgotten cemetery
Cherney Amhara
FOX5 Vegas

Renaissance Man
Ama Arthur-Asmah
KUSA-TV

TELEVISION > General Assignment News: Long Form > Network

60 Minutes: In God's Name
Scott Pelley, Robert G. Anderson, Pat Milton, Aaron Weisz, Sean Kelly
CBS News

CBS Sunday Morning: A Week in Black & White
Martha Teichner, Mark Hudspeth, Lauren Barnello, Chad Cardin, Rand Morrison CBS News

Nightline: FAIR BNB
Sunny Hostin, Ignacio Torres, Hana Karar, Roxanna Sherwood
ABC NEWS
TELEVISION > General Assignment News: Long Form > Top 15 Markets

Neglected Heroes: Part 2
Alyssa Schrepf
News 12 Long Island

WPIX-TV: "Armed Racism on the Showroom Floor & Questionable Police Investigation"
Jay Dow
WPIX-TV

TELEVISION > General Assignment News: Long Form > Market 16 and Below

Hamlet, North Carolina 25 years later
Steven Crump
WBTV

The Felon-Attorney
Claudine Ewing, Charles Moore
WGRZ-TV

TELEVISION > General Assignment News: Short Form > Network

Baton Rouge Attempts to Heal
Nick Valencia
CNN

"Georgetown: Confronting the Past"
Kristen Welker, Jackeline Pou, Ilyas Kirmani, Sam Singal
NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt

"The Chief"
Rehema Ellis, Bryan Lavietes, Vivian Ki, Jennifer B. Suozzo, Sam Singal
NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt

TELEVISION > General Assignment News: Short Form > Top 15 Markets

Natural Hair Tangle
Adrienne Broaddus
KARE TV

#ThinkB4UTHug: A Movement to Change Lives
Demond Fernandez
WFAA-TV
"A Home for History"
TaRhonda Thomas
KUSA-TV

Reading, Writing and Rapping
Howard Ballou
WLBT-TV

Standing in the face of hate
Steven Crump
WBTV

60 Minutes: Crime and Punishment
Bill Whitaker, Marc Lieberman, Matthew Lev, Michael Kaplan
CBS News

Nightline: The Stolen Speak
Juju Chang, Katie Yu, Clark Bentson, Jenna Millman, Roxanna Sherwood
ABC NEWS

Acid Attack Survivor Offers Others Hope
Kristen Swilley
WCPO-TV

Not Wanted
Anna Schecter, Cynthia McFadden, Hannah Rappleye, Tracy Connor, Rachel Maddow
NBC News

Outside the Lines: After the Fall
ESPN Outside the Lines
ESPN
TELEVISION > Investigative > Top 15 Markets

Driving While Black
Cherri Gregg
KYW Newsradio

WPIX-TV: No Place To Call Home - Homeless Hotels
Jay Dow
WPIX-TV

TELEVISION > Investigative > Market 16 and Below

"Wrongly Convicted: The Story of Clarence Moses-El"
TaRhonda Thomas
KUSA-TV

Police Diversity: One Year Later
Brandi Cummings
WAVY-TV

Tondra's Story: The Battle for Baby Kingston
Hayley Mason
WSMV-TV

TELEVISION > Public Affairs: Interview/Discussion > Network

5 Things You Can Do To Change Sh*t
TyKecia Hayes
BET

60 Minutes: Valerie Jarrett
Norah O'Donnell, Henry Schuster, Rachael Morehouse, Patrick Lee, Nicole Sganga
CBS News

Officer Charged in Philando Castile Shooting
Ashleigh Banfield, Elizabeth Yuskaitis, Rosie Kasica, Beth Carey, Justin Freiman
HLN
TELEVISION > Public Affairs: Interview/Discussion > Top 15 Markets

Tina Martin, Delores Edwards
WGBH

Basic Black: Celebrating a Prince, a Queen, and a General
Callie Crossley, Valerie Linson
WGBH

WPIX-TV: "No Place To Call Home - Jay Dow Goes 1 on 1 with NYC's Homeless Services Commissioner"
Jay Dow
WPIX-TV

TELEVISION > Public Affairs: Interview/Discussion > Market 16 and Below

Awareness After Charleston: One Year Later
Meaghan Norman
WIS-TV

Black Nouveau: Laura Johnson
Liddie Collins
Milwaukee PBS

TELEVISION > Public Affairs: Program > Network

ABC News: The President and the People
The Staff of ABC News
ABC NEWS

CBS This Morning: National Museum of African American History and Culture
"CBS This Morning"
CBS News

This Week: Ambush in Dallas
The Staff of This Week
ABC NEWS

TELEVISION > Public Affairs: Program > Top 15 Markets

Voices of Atlanta
Jeff Reid
WXIA Television
TELEVISION > Public Affairs: Program > Market 16 and Below

Awareness on 'Race: Are We So Different'
Meaghan Norman
WIS-TV

Hope and Healing
Steven Crump
WBTV

TELEVISION > Public Affairs: Segment > Network

This Week: Ambush in Dallas
The Staff of This Week
ABC NEWS

TELEVISION > Public Affairs: Segment > Top 15 Markets
No Finalists

TELEVISION > Public Affairs: Segment > Market 16 and Below

Black Nouveau: Milwaukee's Black Panthers
Everett Marshburn
Milwaukee PBS

TELEVISION > Specialty > Network

Breast Cancer and Young Black Women
Roland Martin
TV One Cable Network

CBS This Morning: Bound by Honor
Jericka Duncan, Charlie Brooks, Gilad Thaler, Jacqueline Corba, Martin Finn
CBS News

TELEVISION > Specialty > Top 15 Markets

Sandbranch: The Forgotten Community
Demond Fernandez
WFAA-TV

TELEVISION > Specialty > Market 16 and Below
No Finalists
TELEVISION > Sports > Network

ESPN Features: SC Featured - The Meaning of Miyah
ESPN Features Staff
ESPN

ESPN Features: SportsCenter - Mother of Hampton Lacrosse
ESPN Features Staff
ESPN

Outside the Lines: Kenny Clark, Jr.
Mark Fainaru-Wada, Nick Aquilino, Tim Hays, Dwayne Bray
ESPN

TELEVISION > Sports > Top 15 Market

Breaking Barriers: The Greatest Game Never Played
Chandi Lowry
WFMZ

Home Grown - Willie Worsley
Richard Bagala
WNYW/Fox 5

WPIX-TV: "Jack Johnson - The Final Fight"
Jay Dow
WPIX-TV

TELEVISION > Sports > Market 16 and Below

"The Black 14"
TaRhonda Thomas
KUSA-TV

Saying goodbye to the greatest
Steven Crump
WBTV
TELEVISION > Spot News > Network

"Line of Fire: Dallas Police Shootings"
Staff of NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt
NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt

"The Death of Muhammad Ali"
Staff of NBC Nightly News
NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt

World News Tonight with David Muir: Dylann Roof On Trial
Steve Osunsami, Brandon Baur, Margaret Dawson, Almin Karamehmedovic
ABC NEWS

TELEVISION > Spot News > Top 15 Markets

Black Lives Matter
Jeff Reid
WXIA Television

TELEVISION > Spot News > Market 16 and Below
No Entrants
PR/MARKETING/ADVERTISING

PR CAMPAIGNS - PR/Marketing/Advertising Business – Services
No entries

PR CAMPAIGNS - PR/Marketing/Advertising – Government
No entries

PR CAMPAIGNS - PR/Marketing/Advertising - Associations/Nonprofit
No Finalists

MARKETING/ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - PR/Marketing/Advertising - Print
No entries

MARKETING/ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - PR/Marketing/Advertising - Radio
No entries

MARKETING/ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - PR/Marketing/Advertising - TV
No entries

MARKETING/ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - PR/Marketing/Advertising - Online Media
No entries

CAUSE RELATED - PR/Marketing/Advertising- Business – Products
No entries

CAUSE RELATED - PR/Marketing/Advertising - Business – Services
No entries
COLLEGIATE

NEWSPAPER - COLLEGIATE > General News Reporting
No Finalists

NEWSPAPER - COLLEGIATE > Feature Reporting

"Using the stage for social change"
Gino Terrell
Pipers In-Depth (Hamline University)

A Black Man's Experience
Vaughn Arterberry
The Maroon Tiger

Passing
Brianna Moné Williams
Syracuse University

NEWSPAPER - COLLEGIATE > Sports Reporting

"Chip Taylor to coach Hamline's finest"
Gino Terrell
Pipers In-Depth (Hamline University)

Raeford Worsham: Getting a chance at a ‘second chance’
Wilton Jackson
Louisiana State University

ONLINE - COLLEGIATE > Best Use of Multimedia - Special Project

Black Lives Matter Rally
NCC News
Syracuse University

In Poor Health: Why is Baltimore's world-renowned health system struggling to keep Freddie Gray’s neighbors — some of the city’s poorest residents — from getting sick?
Sandra Banisky
Philip Merrill College of Journalism, University of Maryland

The Mason-Dixon Hip-Hop Project: Alton Sterling Vigil & Alton Sterling and The Second Line Band
Jalisa Jones, Ward V. Colin
Louisiana State University
ONLINE - COLLEGIATE > Online News Reporting

Crime and Punishment
Alyssa Wisnieski
The Medill Justice Project

ONLINE - COLLEGIATE > Online Feature Reporting

No Finalists

ONLINE - COLLEGIATE > Online Sports Reporting

Benji Michel leads charge as Pilots set sights towards NCAA Tournament
Benjamin Arthur
The Beacon

PHOTOGRAPHY - COLLEGIATE > Multiple Images

"Fear Chip Taylor and the Pipers D"
Gino Terrell
Pipers In-Depth (Hamline University)

PHOTOGRAPHY - COLLEGIATE > Single Image

No Finalists

RADIO - COLLEGIATE > Radio Feature Reporting

Mental Health: Why Students of Color Suffer More
Taylor Epps
Syracuse University

Visitors Moved by National African American Museum
Jamai Harris
Howard University

What Is "The Black College Experience"
Jamai Harris
Howard University

RADIO - COLLEGIATE > Radio News Reporting

Too Colored For Cancer
Cierra Smith
NCC News, Syracuse University
RADIO - COLLEGIATE > Sports Reporting
No Entries

TELEVISION - COLLEGIATE > General TV News Reporting

Anti-Trump Protests Heat Up After Stunning Victory Opponents, Supporters Face Off in Nation's Capital
Dawchelle Hamilton
Howard University

Canadian State Visit Signals Renewed Political Ties: President, First Lady Welcome Canadian Prime Minister
Erin Winters
Howard University

The End of An Era for President Obama
Cache McClay
Howard University

TELEVISION - COLLEGIATE > Television Feature Reporting

Howard University: Home to Student Entrepreneurship
Danielle Solomon
Howard University

Meet the Oldest and Youngest Delegates at DNC
Brandi Montgomery
Howard University

TELEVISION - COLLEGIATE > Television Sports Reporting

Olympic hurdler seeks out Raleigh coach
Kendra Douglas
Spectrum News